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There is a Periodic Table of Emotions as well as The Periodic Table of Elements, and they are

designed to work together!Through the use of different sound modalities and the Sonic

Alignment technique, Elena Merani, ND, CNHP and Gregory Hyde, MD, PhD have found that

mineral imbalances are related to emotional imbalances. Together, they observe how life

experiences, genetic patterns, thoughts and emotions affect the subtle balance of the elements

that make up our bodies and the world around us.Certain minerals are the manifestation of

certain emotions. So are vitamins, parasites, toxins and genetic mutations. They all mean

something. They are a message that the body is not in balance.The point is to become aware

of each mineral’s meaning and of the lessons you are here to learn from it. Once the lesson is

learned, the body can change.Praise for the Work ofElena Merani, ND, CNHP and Gregory

Hyde, MD, PhD“What makes the therapeutic experience with Elena and Greg unique and so

precious is that it will simultaneously take you into the world of medical science and poetry as

a creative act: your body, in fact, will sing a melody, the very personal health story contained in

its organs. And the two of them, together, like skilled dancing angels around you, will be able to

interpret it by giving word to that sound and restoring its coherence where lost.”--- Dr. Chiara

Novaresio, Turin, Italy“You two are wonderful - just so, so awake, aware, so attuned to the

whispers of cosmic intelligence - just brings such beauty to my soul. Every word and nuance is

meant to my core...you give light and cosmic love such an incredible boost. You are wind

walkers beyond words!!!!”--- Colleen Brown, Minister/Trauma Release Expert“I appreciate your

intuitive beautiful work...thank you so much for deeply mirroring my clear true healing to my

body so I’m more grounded to support my very subtle vibration insights - such a beautiful

expansive dance to be in endless possibility."--- Carol Wong, Artist working with Subtle Energy

Healing and Creative ArtsABOUT THE AUTHORS:Elena Merani studied science and

languages in Italy. She became a Naturopath in 2010, and now practices Sonic Alignment with

her husband, as well as Biofield Tuning and other emotional release modalities.Gregory Hyde

is an MD with a PhD in Neuroscience from the University of Washington in Seattle. He has

strong backgrounds in Chemistry, Allergy/Immunology, Endocrinology, Environmental,

Regenerative, and Sleep Medicine. He has over 25 years of experience in Integrative and

Alternative healing practices.



Praise for the Work ofElena Merani, ND, CNHP and Gregory Hyde, MD, PhD“What makes the

therapeutic experience with Elena and Greg unique and so precious is that it will

simultaneously take you into the world of medical science and poetry as a creative act: your

body, in fact, will sing a melody, the very personal health story contained in its organs. And the

two of them, together, like skilled dancing angels around you, will be able to interpret it by

giving word to that sound and restoring its coherence where lost.”--- Dr. Chiara Novaresio,

Turin, Italy“You two are wonderful - just so, so awake, aware, so attuned to the whispers of

cosmic intelligence - just brings such beauty to my soul. Every word and nuance is meant to

my core...you give light and cosmic love such an incredible boost. You are wind walkers beyond

words!!!!”--- Colleen Brown, Minister/Trauma Release Expert“I appreciate your intuitive

beautiful work &eþ� thank you so much for deeply mirroring my clear true healing to my body so I’m

more grounded to support my very subtle vibration insights - such a beautiful expansive dance

to be in endless possibility.”--- Carol Wong, Artist working with Subtle Energy Healing and

Creative ArtsClient Testimonials:I had the pleasure of meeting and being evaluated by Elena

and Gregg in October 2019. I apologize for taking so long to write about my very positive

experience with them. Based on a strong recommendation from a friend, I drove halfway

across the country (750 miles) to see them. When she described what they did, and the tuning

forks they used to utilize “sound/vibration” to detect imbalances in the body – I had a “knowing”

that I should be there. Their process is definitely “out of the standard medical treatment box” of

prescribing drugs (often accompanied with serious side effects greater than the original

problem) or surgery (with resulting energy blocking scar tissue) vs getting at the core issue. I

have little faith in “Medical box treatments,” and so I went.Walking into the room I could feel

their warmth, love of helping humanity, compassion and lightness, and yet it was obvious they

both were passionate about their work. I loved the prospect of joining western medical training

coupled with sound/vibration/energy medicine in restoring balance to the body without being

invasive. I trust the body’s natural ability to restore balance when we “listen” to it.I was amazed

and intrigued when they asked me what happened in my life at very specific ages. i.e. 18.75

years old. Every time it was tied to a major event in my life where some traumatic emotional

event had occurred. After the third one being “spot-on” – I knew their ability to detect a

difference in my body’s energy wasn’t just a fluke or luck.As soon as the session began, Elena

detected a very deep, deep sadness in and around me which surprised me. I wasn’t

consciously aware of any sadness. As it turned out, I had taken on deep grief and sadness

from my paternal grandmother and also my mother from traumatic events in their lives. Elena

cleared that negative/sad energy and I could immediately feel a lightness, a sense of freedom

in my chest area. Elena said that I would continue to feel lighter as time went on – and that new

opportunities and people would come into my life.And that has been the case. In fact, I have

experienced intuitive guidance and major shifts in my life and have consequently made some

key life decisions to move in new and exciting directions (like downsizing and relocating to a

new state). I know it was because I was now more open to receive my own inner guidance and

be free of this heaviness that Elena said wasn’t even MINE! Who knew that we could pick up

our ancestor’s energy patterns? But it makes sense at some level. And with all the recent

changes I’ve been guided to make that have come about so easily and things falling into place

– I’m a believer… and a happy one at that!They were even able to help me with my sweet

Mandy (Bichon Frises dog) who had recently been diagnosed with cancer. They were able to

give me a profound message that gave me direction and peace of mind with her eventual



passing – which came all too soon and was part of the delay in my writing this review.In

addition, I have had some medical tests done so that Dr. Gregg might help me with my

hypothyroidism and not have to take medication the rest of my life. I am looking forward to

exploring what may be possible in that area.I highly recommend these two “trailblazers” who

offer so many wonderful gifts. It can be a challenge to describe what they do or what to

“expect” because they work on an individual basis – no cookie-cutter treatment sessions here.

Each one is unique as to how your body is vibrating and your energy is flowing.Treat yourself to

the wisdom of your own body that they are able to interpret through the miraculous vibrational

tuning forks - along with their uniquely combined intuition and western medical training. Much

GRATITUDE to both of you! --- Jacquie MaceI have traveled the world to see the best doctors

to address my serious health challenges. I spent thousands and thousands of dollars in

diagnostic testing, prescriptions, and supplements. I also made significant lifestyle changes.I

still didn't feel well.Continuing to search, I finally found the missing path to my healing--Dr. Greg

Hyde and Elena Merani, N.D.!Their leading-edge methods and incredible knowledge coupled

with their Sonic Alignment treatments helped me actually feel better and get better.I now feel

the best I've ever been!They are truly world-class healing practitioners who made a

tremendous impact on my life, more than any other practitioners I've ever seen.I highly

recommend them to anyone who wants to feel their best! --- Julie M., FloridaHealing with

SoundandThe Periodic Table of EmotionsVolume IByElena Merani, ND, CNHPGregory Hyde,

MD, PhDCopyright © 2020 by Elena Merani and Gregory Hyde. All rights reserved.No part of

this book may be reproduced by any mechanical, photographic, or electronic process, or in the

form of a phonographic recording; nor may it be stored in a retrieval system, transmitted, or

otherwise be copied for public or private use — other than for “fair use” as brief quotations

embodied in articles and reviews — without prior written permission of the publisher.The

original information we provide is not intended as a substitute for professional medical advice,

diagnosis or treatment. Always seek the advice of your physician or other qualified health

provider with any questions you may have regarding your medical condition. Never disregard

professional medical advice or delay seeking it because of something you have read in our

books.First Electronic Edition: February 2020eBook design & formatting by D. D. Scott’sI would

like to dedicate this book to my husband Greg for helping me trust and believe in myself. Your

patience, encouragement and love carried me through my writing journey. I could not have

done it without your smile and perfect cappuccino greeting me every morning! Thank you for

dancing with me through life and work.I would like to dedicate this book to my wife Elena for

helping me find the courage to change my life and start living my truth. Your unconditional love

has healed me in ways I can’t describe. Your patience, encouragement, and love has helped

my emotionally paralyzed inner child finally start to mature. I still have a way to go, with your

help. Thank you for helping me hear my inner song. I love dancing with you through life and

work. You are my perfect partner.ContentsIntroductionPart I: The Hyde-Merani Story - Love at

First Tuning ForkHow We Met...Greg's VersionElena's Story - The “Why” QuestionOur First

Time Working TogetherWhy I Believe in SoundOur Aha Moment: The Periodic Table of

EmotionsPart II: The Periodic Table of Emotions (Minerals, Vitamins, Microbes, and

Toxins)Boron - Belonging (Security of Territory)Calcium - ProtectionMagnesium -

SpontaneityVitamin B1 & the Right FootPart III: Roadblocks to Your HealthEmotional

ScarsImmune SystemAutoimmunityChronic PainChronic InfectionHeadachesBack PainPart IV:

Case StudiesChief Chuck and the Chuck RoastSonic Alignment for Professional AthletesFurry

FriendsHorse HealthAcknowledgementNote from The AuthorsAbout The AuthorsBooks by The

AuthorsIntroductionWe are humble seekers of truth.We are open to discovering the beauty and



symbolism of the energy vehicle we call the human body.We believe truth surrounds us in the

frequencies that are inherent in every particle of the universe. It is just beyond our

consciousness, waiting to be unveiled.The intention of this book is to open your eyes to

information that has been there all along. Over the years, however, our connection to this

information and its source has been lost.We spend an enormous amount of energy and time

trying to navigate through what we think we need to achieve to be happy, without realizing that

happiness, as we know it, is a reflection of what society has imprinted upon us. In other words,

we are told how we are supposed to think, feel and behave in order to be happy; and, as a

consequence, we lose ourselves in the process, denying our true nature. Soon we end up

living behind a façade of superficial happiness – defined by the society we live in – which

throws us out of balance with our authentic self.Yet, we know something is missing, right?We

believe more and more people are searching for answers about who they are and where they

come from.Ultimately, whether we are aware of this or not, on a deeper level, we all want to

know our truth. We are searching for ways to reconnect to our inner self, and we are learning

how to replace self-judgment with compassion, appreciation and love. When we find the

answers, we have an opportunity to move through life and its challenges with gratitude and

grace.The intention of our work is to help people find their truth by looking at themselves with

fresh eyes. We help our clients take a closer look at something that has been there all along,

but they haven’t been able to see it till now.It’s like using a “magna-finding” glass for the first

time and feeling the excitement of seeing the beauty and amazing design of your human body

at a whole new level. (Something we were not able to do ourselves until we received the right

tools and were pointed in the right direction.)It is our belief that this information empowers

people to recover their original design, and consequently, their health and vitality.Our hope is

that this information will bring a great advantage to a variety of health helpers whose approach

is to address the person as a whole, with the intention of integrating mind, body and spirit to

help them release dis-ease and discomfort.It is becoming clear that the chemical, physiological

and structural states of the body are deeply connected to, if not regulated by, the energy of our

thoughts. In effect, what we think of ourselves (and whether or not our thoughts are in

alignment with our natural state) has repercussions/manifestations in our physical body.We

believe our task here is to follow God’s guidance to reveal our work for the benefit of both

Natural and Man-Made Medicine. Our hopes are to bridge the gap between Natural, Eastern,

and Western medicine. It’s about bringing all healing worlds and modalities together versus

trying to fight or discredit one or the other.With Love –Elena Merani, ND, CNHPGregory Hyde,

MD PhDJanuary 2020Part IThe Hyde-Merani StoryLove at First Tuning ForkHow We Met…

Greg’s VersionIn the fall of 2016, I met Dr. Jerry Tennant at a conference held at Snowbird

Resort in Utah. I was impressed with his views on voltage in the body and its role in healing. In

the spring of 2017, Dr. Tennant held a Master Course in Dallas. At the time, I was practicing in

Eastern Texas, so it wasn’t that far for me to travel to attend.Little did I know that that meeting

would forever change my life…Just after the last break of the meeting, Dr. Tennant announced

there would be a special presentation by a visiting Naturopath from Indiana, Elena. She had

been working with him in his office for a few weeks. He described how she had used her

technique to clear emotional energy from a trauma that no one else had found in his 20+ year

quest to heal himself. He had traveled the world trying to regain his own health.Elena

introduced herself as originally being from Milan, Italy. Her English was excellent, and I enjoyed

the enthusiastic, animated manner with which she spoke.She began by asking if anyone in the

audience of about sixty doctors and health care providers had ever heard of Biofield Tuning. I

raised my hand. It was the only hand raised.After playing a Native American cedar flute



restored my eyesight almost twenty years earlier, I had been actively studying the use of sound

in healing. But, that’s another story...Elena glanced at me. I was sitting on the front row, so she

could see from my name tag that I was an MD PhD. A slight look of fear came across her face,

and she shifted her attention away from me.She explained what the Human Biofield was and

talked about her training with Eileen McKusick, who had written the book, Tuning the Human

Biofield. I had read Eileen’s book and subscribed to her online training videos. Elena had taken

her live courses and was a certified practitioner.She described how she had always loved

music and had a gift for languages, which she had studied before coming to the U.S. These

traits gave her a unique ability to discern slight changes in the characteristics of sound.She

used a lot of hand and arm gestures as she spoke, typical of the Italian style.After listening to

her for about ten minutes, the thought popped into my head, “She could really use a visual

aid.”She had only found out that day that she would have the opportunity to speak at the

course. So, I reached down into my computer bag and pulled out a tuning fork I had special

ordered. I held it out in front of me, inviting her to use it in her demonstration.She stared at me

in disbelief. And took the tuning fork from my hand.It served her well for the remainder of her

presentation.She described several clinical cases in which she’d detected hidden dental

traumas in teeth, which were causing symptoms and disease in other areas of the body. When

the dental problem was addressed, the generalized symptoms resolved. Her clients had

nicknamed her “The Tooth Whisperer”.She spoke with great enthusiasm for her quest to try to

seek out the root of the imbalance in each of the clients she worked with. I felt a kindred spirit

with her in this regard.At the end of the course, she approached me to return the tuning fork.

Since it was one she did not have, I offered it to her. She gratefully accepted it.I guess you can

say that, for us, it was love at first tuning fork!Elena’s StoryThe “Why” QuestionGrowing up I

always enjoyed observing the world around me with curious eyes, far more than speaking and

engaging in conversations with my friends or family. Those who know me now have difficulty

believing I hardly ever spoke as a child, but my older brothers confirm that fact, recalling me

saying a maximum of one or two words per week. My husband (Dr. Hyde) still smiles when he

hears this, as I am quite the opposite now. I enjoy engaging in conversation and now ask – out

loud – a lot of “Why” questions.My husband asked me one day, “How did you become so wise,

Elena?”“I just ask many ‘Why’ questions, my dear.”I remember being very shy and scared to

venture anywhere outside of a one-meter radius from my mother’s skirt. But I loved observing

people – how they moved, walked and talked, how every human body was so unique, beautiful

and had a secret code hidden inside it.I don’t ever remember thinking that a person had an

ugly nose, for example. A nose would just be strong, delicate, thin or long, and I was interested

in finding out what that meant.I realized later that I had a similar outlook regarding nature. My

happiest memories as a child were of myself and my family on vacation on The Dolomites. I

loved venturing in the open mountain meadows and observing the plants and flowers (their

scents, colors and shapes). It felt so peaceful and safe to interact with God’s creations. I

remember that if I lay flat on the ground, the grass was so tall around me that nobody could

see me. It felt good.But wait…I didn’t just observe nature, I was also guided to eat some of the

flowers and plants and would think to myself, why am I the only one doing this and why is my

mother so upset with me for eating flowers? It seemed so natural to me.(Note: I learned later in

life that there was a reason why, after a meal, I craved a pungent, green-leafed plant with small

white flower buds. It was peppermint and its flowers, which are so sweet and delicious when

eaten off the ground. My digestive system was calling for a little TLC.)In the same way, I later

learned why I would eat these beautiful, small, purple flowers (bugleweed) as if it was the only

food available for the first couple of weeks on vacation. My lungs were in need of detoxing the



secondhand smoke I was exposed to in my household during the school year.But why would I

need bugleweed and not any other herb or supplement? Why specifically bugleweed?For some

reason, something about its shape, color, scent and taste resonated with me.Every plant

carries an innate frequency that is a manifestation of a specific emotional and physiological

boost our body needs. All creations are out there to support not only our physiological needs

but also our emotional ones.As I was eating bugleweed, feelings of freedom came upon me.

My diaphragm seemed to be more open. Bugleweed grows spontaneously in different

directions. There is freedom of movement in its pattern, and I really needed to feel free. I

needed the freedom of expressing my feelings and developing a sense of self.This is why it’s

paramount that, as we develop a protocol for our clients, we take into consideration the

emotional components. The physical body is a manifestation of the life experiences and the

emotional journeys that our ancestors have gone through.I remember the first time I took my

husband to visit the place I grew up. All of a sudden, I realized, “Wow, why have I never noticed

this beautiful building? It seemed so plain and grey before. And what about the view from this

balcony?”After taking a step back and discovering a different angle as a spectator, I saw new

opportunities and possibilities.We can also look at our body the same way…Observe your

body with new eyes. Be excited about what you discover from a different perspective, perhaps

from that of your ancestors. Become aware of how beautiful, resilient and powerful it is.For

example, we may think our hips are too big or our nose is not perfect and straight. But, loving

our hips or the bump on our nose means to love and integrate all aspects of ourselves. Those

hips may have given our ancestors the ability to take on many responsibilities in their lives.

That bump on the nose may be a sign of strength and the ability to help others feel safe.You

see? If you understand this information, these traits are each now a GIFT. When we judge and

reject or ignore a part of us, we ignore our truth, our essence, and as a result, the body suffers

and will try to make us aware of this in any possible way.Honoring the successes, joys and

struggles of our lives is part of our healing journey. However, taking this seat as The Observer

of our lives, without judgement, is unfamiliar and uncomfortable. We are creatures of habit, and

we like what feels comfortable, even if it’s painful.Most of us are disconnected from our story

and the story of our ancestors. Awareness is a very empowering first step, that in many cases,

triggers considerable changes in a person’s life and consequently changes in their health.
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Colgates, “Feelings Buried Alive Always Surface. I was not expecting any changes, really, from

my first session with these two authors. Three weeks later I wrote them an absolute love letter!

This new book did take courage to write; it will test your willingness to think outside the box.

Energy medicine is not on the streets--yet-- but I'd say to anyone, buy, read, hold off on any

negative judgment watch, and they will provide more insights soon. If you are inclined to get

sessions, so be it. The ways seem to open up for that. If not, then let us just say DIY of sorts is

also in the works. Their vision is for a healed humanity! Mine too. Remember the adage on

the temple walls in antiquity, "Know Thyself" - you do know yourself but you've never known to

look within.”

Paula A., “Next-Level Healing!. The info and experiences in this book are “next level” and

fascinating! After experiencing Dr Elena & Dr Greg in person, I was compelled to buy and read

their book so that I could better understand their unique healing ministry. I have been on my

own healing quest for 11 years, healing many things yet uncovering other issues. I had become

frustrated with several chronic issues, including 8ish yrs of digestion issues, insomnia, hives,

hair loss, hot flashes, general weakness & mental fog, etc. What a relief and joy to experience

a healing session with Dr Elena & Dr Greg and to learn more about my body’s more subtle

needs. Their sessions include an energetic healing, which has moved key energy blockages

tied to past traumas in my life. Now, after several months on their recommended supplements

(not a general plan for everybody, but specific items that are unique to my body‘s needs), I am

feeling subtle and gradual, but real, improvements in my health! My hair loss has decreased to

normal and my hair is finally coming in full and with renewed color! My digestion is improving

so that I can actually eat supper and still sleep at night! The insomnia is all but gone! My

overall physical stamina has increased so that I can now be active almost all day! My mental

fog is greatly lifted! The hives and hot flashes will take more time but have definitely shifted.

Through Dr Elena & Dr Greg, I am experiencing a new approach to health, much more subtle.

Their info and healing technique has been a true gift! Thank you for sharing your basic story

and healing information in this book! I am truly grateful to live close enough to enjoy regular

healing sessions and experience new ways to heal myself! You both, individually and together,

are a true gift to me and this world!”

MarlisB, “Insightful Book Filled with Fascinating Information. Our bodies are constantly trying to

communicate with us. Sometimes we just need to listen more closely to what it is trying to say.

This was a very insightful book filled with fascinating information. These Doctors have clearly

honed their skillful dance between Eastern and Western Medicine using sound healing and

other alternative modalities. They have managed to create their own unique set of techniques

that go to much deeper levels. Individually, they are clearly compassionate, educated and

highly intuitive people but when these two chose to work in tandem...wow! An amazing

alchemy occurred! I found this book quite enlightening and I am looking forward to the next

Volume to gain even more insight about other minerals and pathogens.”



JTP, “Light reading. I love this book. It's an easy read and yet it has lots of 'aha' moments that I

can resonate with. Although these are stories shared to us. I find some of them resonate with

me and people around me.”

The book by David Benjamin has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 23 people have provided feedback.
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